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Negotiation is a core activity between stakeholders with different goals. This paper offers a solution based
on the automated bilateral negotiation model using a recent meta-heuristic algorithm Owl Search
Algorithm (OSA), and chaos theory. The proposed algorithm called Chaotic Owl Search Algorithm
(COSA). This algorithm is used to adapt negotiation strategies for computing negotiation offers through-
out the negotiation process. For this aim, a negotiation grasped between two parties during several nego-
tiation rounds. The results of the proposed algorithm compared with the standard OSA, PSO and the most
common negotiation tactics. Different control parameters considered for accurate judgments of the sug-
gested optimization techniques. The comparative study proved that the COSA provides accurate results
over compared algorithms in terms of Average buyers’ /seller’s utility, Average negotiation rounds and
Average processing time. This paper is the first of integrating chaos theory with the OSA in optimization
problems and especially in the negotiation process.
� 2020 Ain Shams University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under

the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Negotiation is a process among two or more parties (i.e., human
or software agents) who are interacting to achieve a mutual agree-
ment over a set of negotiation issues. Negotiation becomes a core
activity in human society for any commerce or business. It can
be seen as a successful communication way for solving transaction
conflicts and produce effective deals between commerce entities
[1]. Negotiation plays a prominent part in various domains, includ-
ing artificial intelligence [2–6], game theory [7,8], commerce sys-
tems [9,10], and economics [11].

During the negotiation process, different parties (e.g., one-to-
one, one-to-many, or many-to-many) and various issues (e.g.,
price, quality, lead time, quantity, etc.) can be considered. Price is
the most prominent example of negotiation issuees[12]. Even so,
quality is considered a vital issue. At a certain level of price, one
party requires high-quality commodities or more advanced ser-
vices, while the other party can only afford low-quality products
or fewer services[13]. Another critical issue is the lead time, as
products cannot be obtained immediately and require more time
to be available. Depending on the number of negotiation parties,
a bilateral or multilateral negotiation model is proposed [14-16].
The purest form of negotiation model consists of two parties and
a single negotiation issue [17] or multi-issues of bilateral negotia-
tions [18,19]. In real-world negotiations, a multi-issue negotiation
is not an easy as a single-issue negotiation [20] due to the exten-
sive negotiation state space, which causes an achievement of a
sub-optimal solution rather than an optimal one. In multi-issues
negotiation, agreements must be obtained over all the negotiation
issues.

Several approached were introduced for automating negotia-
tion, such as game theory, heuristic, and argumentation
approaches [21]. The authors in [22] proposed a bilateral negotia-
tion model with formal game theory. This model is based on
incomplete information about parties, and negotiation has been
done under time constraints. In [23], the authors analyzed the
bilateral negotiation process and obtained the outcome under dif-
ferent negotiation scenarios based on the availability of the oppo-
nent’s’ information to the agent — their work based on a
negotiation decision functions to reach an agreement. The authors
del, Ain
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Nomenclature

IPb Aspiration price of the buyer
BPb Reserved price of the buyer
IPs Aspiration price of the seller
BPs Reserved price of the seller
Z Bargaining zone
B Set of buyers
S Set of sellers
I Set of issues
n Number of buyers
m Number of sellers
l Number of issues
Mini and Maxi The minimum and maximum acceptable value of

issue i, respectively
v i The score value of issue i
wi The weight of issue i
t Negotiation round
Tdead Maximum negotiation rounds
O An offer
Ogoal The goal offer

At Negotiation action at round t
U Oð Þ Utility of offer O
SL Agent satisfaction level
# The concession rate
oi An Owli
oij The jth dimension of the ith Owl
oL and oU The lower and upper bounds of ith owl in jth dimen-

sion, respectively
Ini Intensity information of ith owl
f oið Þ The fitness value of ith owl
obest Global best owl
oworst Global worst owl
Ri distance information of ith owl
V location of prey
Ici Changed intensity of ith owl
pvm The probability of prey movement
a Generated random number
b Exploration constant
oti The position of ith owl at time t

otþ1
i The position of ith owl at time t þ 1

P Population of owls
C tð Þ The chaotic sequence generated by chaotic map at inde-

pendent run t
a Parameter controls the behavior of C tð Þ
L and U The lower and upper boundaries of negotiation issues
Ocounter Counter-offer
Oaccept Accepted offer
maxp and minp The maximum and minimum price, respectively
maxq and minq Maximum and minimum level of allocated ser-

vice, respectively
Accta An acceptable value of negotiation party a at time t
Acchigh and Acclow The highest and lowest acceptance value,

respectively
AR Agreement ratio
Agb and Ags The number of successful agreement by the buyer

and seller, respectively
Negtotal The total number of negotiation cases
AvgUb and AvgU Average buyer and seller utility, respectively
Agrtotal The total number of negotiation agreement cases
UBi,USi The utility of buyer/seller i
RBbi The reserved price of buyer i
IBsi The open price of seller i
Accs, Accb The accepted seller’s / buyer’s offer price
AvgN The average negotiation rounds
Ni The total number of rounds required to reach a mutual

agreement at negotiation process i
AvgT Average processing time
Ti The time of the negation process i to reach acceptance
AvgFb, AvgFs The average buyer/seller fitness value
f bi Oð Þ, f si Oð Þ The buyer’s / seller’s global best fitness value of the

ith negotiation round
f COSA The best fitness value of the proposed chaotic owl

search algorithm
f PSO and f OSA The best fitness value of the PSO and standard owl

search algorithm, respectively
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in [24] proposed a negotiation model between buyer and seller
over a single-issue. Their model is based on a Markov Decision the-
ory. Each negotiation party has a private negotiation deadline and
tried to maximize their outcomes. For multi-issue negotiations, a
bilateral negotiation based on graph theory is proposed [25] to
model the opponent’s preferences. Although a game theory model
[26] can be used for analyzing the optimal solutions theoretically
under a specific situation such as bilateral negotiation, it suffers
from providing an action plan to be followed by negotiation parties
for reaching the optimal solution.

On the other side, heuristic approaches [27] tend to explore the
search space in a non-exhaustive way in order to produce sound,
rather than optimal solutions. The authors in [28] presented a
genetic algorithm to model the matching procedure between par-
ties in bilateral negotiation. This approach requires an estimation
of the utility function of the opponent for computing the fitness
function of each chromosome. While in [29], each chromosome
represents a rule of negotiation instead of a negotiation offer. In
their work, the computation of fitness function based on the num-
ber of agreements to be reached. An enhanced GA is proposed in
[30] based on introducing a new operator called ‘‘trade.” This oper-
ator simulates a concession making procedure of the negotiation
process. The main drawback of this approach is based on a central-
Please cite this article as: W. H. El-Ashmawi, D. S. Abd Elminaam, A. M. Nabil e
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ized negotiation mechanism in which the preferences of all nego-
tiation parties should be available to the centralized mechanism.
All the above approaches require complete information about
negotiation spaces between parties. However, the authors in [31]
developed a genetic algorithm-based adaptive negotiation model
under a time constraint. They have proven by theoretical the opti-
mality of the negotiation mechanism and opens the door for effec-
tive negotiation systems. The authors in [32] presented a
demonstration of a software system for one-to-one negotiation.
This system incorporates a heuristic approach for guessing the
opponent’s preferences from the history of his offers. This
approach acts as a training tool for human negotiators.

In the classic negotiation methods, all information about nego-
tiation parties should be available. This cannot be true in real-life
negotiations because parties are disinclined to reveal their private
information such as reservation price, deadline, or their strategies
to opponents in order to avoid any exploitation from the other
party. This issue can be slightly avoided by extracting some infor-
mation from the exchanged offers between negotiators to achieve
a better agreement. This information can be helpful to learn some
aspect of the opponent model. The authors in [33] presented an
overall survey of bilateral negotiation concerning existing oppo-
nent models. Therefore, making a feasible mutual agreement in
t al., A chaotic owl search algorithm based bilateral negotiation model, Ain
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Fig. 1. Simple bilateral bargaining zone.
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the negotiation process under incomplete information about the
opponent is a challenging problem. Another solution is to involve
a mediator or a broker agent in the negation process for evaluating
offers. [34] Proposed a negotiation approach for the e-commerce
system through the presence of a mediator agent. The authors in
[35] proposed a bilateral negotiation model between two parties
over two issues (price and quantity). The mediator agent is respon-
sible for determining whether there is a deal opportunity between
two parties or not. In the case of a mediator, negotiators need to
expose their preferences to him. Hence, trust becomes a vital prob-
lem that is not suitable in real-life situations. the authors in [36]
proposed a sealed-bid bilateral negotiation mechanism. Each nego-
tiated party submit his offer to a mediator for evaluation.

Although heuristic approaches can be executed in less time
than yield near-optimal results, meta-heuristics are generic struc-
tures to design problem-specific heuristic algorithms. Meta-
heuristics are widely used for various problems [37]. The authors
in [38,39] developed a negotiation model based on simulated
annealing (SA) for evaluating the responses of agents by the medi-
ator. At each negotiation round, a single alternative proposal is
controlled by the mediator. While in [40], agents should be
accepted a certain number of proposals over time. Recent efforts
have been made on swarm intelligence algorithms for negotiation
in the commerce field. The authors in [41] proposed an improved
version of the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to find
an efficient negotiation solution to prevent it from being trapped in
local optima. While the authors in [42] increase the efficiency of
negotiation and decrease the cost of it in order to match both buy-
ers’ and sellers’ requirements. Moreover, a bilateral negotiation
model based on particle swarm optimization is proposed in [43].
This model for selecting the best player(s) to trade in the electricity
market. This model integrated with the decision support system to
determine which player’s action is the best from all actions. Such
integration can add value to find a better solution. In this paper,
a recent swarm optimization algorithm is used to find the best
offer (counter-offer) among all possible offers for each party in
the negotiation process. The authors in [44] attempted to present
a negotiation based multi-objective PSO to ease the limitation of
computational resources. Their model does not guarantee to reach
an optimal solution for all negotiation cases, especially they have
tested the model on three buyers and three sellers. The proposed
model in this research is tested on various sets of experiments with
a different number of buyers and sellers.

Though many meta-heuristic algorithms can find a feasible
solution, it can stick to a local optimum. Therefore, meta-
heuristic optimization algorithms can improve their search capa-
bility by integrating it with chaos theory. Chaos is the most suit-
able approach due to various characteristics such as dynamic,
nonrepetitive, and ergodicity [45]. The dynamics ensure the variety
of solutions under different search spaces, and nonrepetitive, and
ergodicity enhances the searching speed. It can be widely used in
various applications [46]. A comprehensive review of chaos
embedded meta-heuristic optimization algorithms discussed in
[47]. This review presents a list of chaotic maps, and based on their
results, it cannot be easy to determine which chaotic map that per-
forms best. Different chaotic maps are discussed in [48] to improve
the performance of PSO by updating the parameters. The same as
in [49], it can be integrated with harmony search (HS) for perfor-
mance improvement.

For the sake of taking the advantages of both meta-heuristic
algorithm and chaos theory, in this paper, we have integrated
one of the popular chaotic map (chaotic logistic map) into a most
recent optimization algorithm (OSA) in the bilateral multi-issue
negotiation model for feasible agreement between negotiators.
This integration enables each negotiation party to choose the
appropriate line for choosing offers at every negotiation round.
Please cite this article as: W. H. El-Ashmawi, D. S. Abd Elminaam, A. M. Nabil e
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The proposed model has a twofold: first, our solution does not
require a mediator for evaluation offers, being completely decen-
tralized. The second is based on a recent meta-heuristic algorithm
integrated with a chaos theory known as COSA-based negotiation.
The proposed algorithm evolves a population of available offers for
each party in the direction of generating a new offer. The logistic
chaotic map embedded owl search optimization algorithm not
only converges towards an optimal negotiation solution but also
enhances the variety of movement towards available offers.

This paper is organized as follows. The mathematical formula-
tion of the bilateral negotiation model presents in Section 2. Sec-
tion 3 illustrates the basic structure of the owl search algorithm,
while in Section 4, the proposed chaotic OSA-based negotiation
model illustrated. The test results and performance analysis of
the proposed algorithm against others are shown in Section 5.
The main conclusion points of this paper and some future sugges-
tions are listed in Section 6.
2. Bilateral negotiation model

As well known, negotiation is the exchange of relevant offers by
both parties to reach a feasible agreement. There are two funda-
mental aspects that should be highly considered during the design
of the negotiation model. One is the negotiation protocol, and the
other is the negotiation strategies [50–52]. Negotiation protocol
defines the space of possible agreement that each party can
achieve along with the action that a negotiating party can make
(i.e., rules of the encounter between agents [14]). Negotiation strat-
egy demonstrates the negotiator’s behavior during the negotiation
process and determines when and how to act (i.e., agents’ negoti-
ation behaviors through a set of tactics [51]). The negotiation pro-
tocol is known as to be public where parties know the rules of
negotiation as well while the strategy is known to be private to
each party (i.e., each party has its strategy). Each party in the nego-
tiation process makes proposals defined by its protocol and using
its strategy.

In the context of bilateral negotiation, two parties are involved
(i.e., buyer and seller) that have contradictory demands and
exchange proposals over various issues (e.g., price, quality, quan-
tity, etc.) during a serious of threads (i.e., rounds) to reach a deal.
The negotiation process terminates when one of them reaches an
agreement or a deadline reached. Therefore, the feasible solution
is achieved by finding a deal range between two parties during
the negotiation process. A simple bilateral negation process [53]
can be seen in Fig. 1. Each party has a private aspiration zone,
which is a maximum or minimum range that must be respected
in order to reach a deal. The intersection between the parties’ aspi-
ration zone is known as a bargaining zone.
t al., A chaotic owl search algorithm based bilateral negotiation model, Ain
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The aspiration price of the buyer and the reserved price are rep-
resented as IPb and BPb respectively, while the aspiration price of
the seller and the reserved price are represented as IPs and BPs

Respectively. The bargaining zone Z (i.e.,Z ¼ ½IPb;BPb� \ ½IPs;BPs�)
is the overlapping region between buyer’s and seller’s reservation
prices. Both parties reach a successful agreement Z! ¼ £.

2.1. Mathematical model of the negotiation process

In the proposed model, we consider a set of n buyers
B ¼ fb1; b2; � � � ; bng where n � 1 and a set of m sellers
S ¼ fs1; s2; � � � ; smg where m � 1, negotiate over a set of l issues
I ¼ fi1; � � � ; ilg; l � 1. Mini and Maxi are the acceptable range of val-
ues for an issue i (i.e., i 2 ½Mini;Maxi�). For simplicity, each issue has
a mapping score value v i : Mini;Maxi½ � ! ½0;1� to normalize it. Each
party has a weight wi towards an issue i that reflects the impor-
tance of that issue.

Negotiation advances in threads tðt 2 RþÞ where negotiating
parties make decisions to make offers Os. At each thread (i.e.,
round) during the negotiation, the negotiation action At(aj ! ak)
from negotiating party aj to negotiating party ak at time t can take
place. In the case of aj ¼ b, ak ¼ s or aj ¼ s, ak ¼ b and
At ¼ faccept; counter offer; rejectg.

This model follows an alternating offers protocol [54] that is
widely used in negotiation models [55]. Fig. 2 illustrated the gen-
eral structure of the protocol by considering two negotiating
Fig. 2. Structure of altern

Please cite this article as: W. H. El-Ashmawi, D. S. Abd Elminaam, A. M. Nabil e
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parties (buyer b and seller s). The negotiation process terminates
if an agreement is reached (b=s accepts the offer) or the negotiation
deadline is reached.

From Fig. 2, evaluating the offer means measuring the utility of
an offer O received from the opponent relative to his own goal
Ogoal. The utility of an offer (O) based on normalized issues’ values
and can be computed according to equation (1) and (2):

U Oð Þ ¼
XI

i¼1

wi � v iðriÞ where
XI

i¼1

wi ¼ 1 ð1Þ
v i rið Þ¼
maxi�ri

maxi�mini
v i decreases as ri increases

ri�mini
maxi�mini

v i increases as ri increases

(
where v i rið Þ :Rþ!½0;1�

ð2Þ
Each party can take its action based on the distance between

the utility values of the two offers. For simplicity, the distance
can be easily computed as the absolute value of the numerical dif-
ference of offers’ utility values as in equation (3).

V Oð Þ ¼ jU Oð Þ � U Ogoal

� �j ð3Þ
The closer the distance, the higher to accept the offer. Therefore,

the offer is accepted if the value of it is greater than or equal to the
agent satisfaction degree SL (i.e., it is a maximum or minimum sat-
isfaction level defined by both buyer and seller). Otherwise, the
ating-offer protocol.

t al., A chaotic owl search algorithm based bilateral negotiation model, Ain
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opponent generates a new offer (counter-offer) and sends it to the
other while the deadline not reached. The action at time t can be
taken by any party according to equation (4).

At ¼
AcceptifV Oð Þ � SL

Exitt > TdeadðdeadlineÞ
Counter � offerotherwise

8><
>: ð4Þ

The most common negotiation tactics for generating a coun-
teroffer is time-dependent tactics [56]. This tactic computes the
value of a negotiation issue i by considering the time factor T .
Equation (5) is used by aj, which represents either a buyer or seller
to generate a new counteroffer for ak at time t.

Ot
i aj ! ak
� � ¼ minj

i þ T tð Þ maxji �minj
i

� �
for decreasing v j

i

minj
i þ 1� T tð Þð Þ maxji �minj

i

� �
for increasing v j

i

8><
>:

ð5Þ

T tð Þ ¼ ðt=TdeadÞ1=# ð6Þ
Wheremaxji ,minj

i are the maximum and minimum acceptable range

of issue i for agent j.v j
i is the value of issue i for agent j. # is strategic

parameters that determine the concession rate.

3. Owl search algorithm

The Owl Search Algorithm (OSA) is a nature-inspired recent
optimization algorithm developed by Mohit Jain et al. (2018)[57].
It simulates the hunting behavior of barn owls that rely on their
hearing capability to find prey (vole) in the night rather than sight.

Owls are nocturnal birds that have some main characteristics,
such as binocular vision, binaural hearing, and feathers adapted
for silent flight [58]. One of the species is barn owl that has a dis-
tinct feature of the auditory system with the vertical asymmetry of
ears [59,60] which makes the sound reaches one ear before the
other. They hunt in total darkness [61] and mainly depend on hear-
ing for finding prey. Additionally, these owls have developed
exceptional sound localization abilities.

OSA is a population-based optimization algorithm that consists
of an initial population of owls’ position in the search space, eval-
uating the fitness of owls and updating mechanism for new posi-
tions of owls. These stages can be summarized below:

Stage 1 (initial population): The initial set of random solutions
to an optimization problem represent the initial positions of
owls in the forest. The population contains n owls (i.e., individ-
uals), and each one is represented by a d-dimensional vector, as
represented below.

oi ¼ ðoi1; oi2; � � � ; oidÞ ð7Þ
Where oij represents the j

th dimension of the ith Owl. In order to allo-
cate the initial position of each owl in the forest, equation (8) can be
used.

oi ¼ oL þ Rand 0;1ð Þ � ðoU � oLÞ ð8Þ
Where oL and oU are the lower and upper bounds of ith owl in jth

dimension respectively. Randð0;1Þ is a generated random number
in the range ½0;1�.

Stage 2 (Owl’s evaluation): each owl’s location is evaluated on a
specific fitness function f . By considering the fitness, value
relates to intensity information received through owl’s ear,
the best owl obest is assigned to the one that receives max
intensity (for maximization problems) and min intensity (for
Please cite this article as: W. H. El-Ashmawi, D. S. Abd Elminaam, A. M. Nabil e
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minimization problems). At the same time, the worst owl
oworst is assigned to the one that receives min intensity (for max-
imization problems) and max intensity (for minimization prob-

lems). For normalizing the intensity information In of the ithowl
by using equation (9).

Ini ¼ f oið Þ � oworst

obest � oworst
ð9Þ

Where oworst ¼ minðff oið Þ : i ¼ 1; � � � ;ngÞ and obest ¼ maxðff oið Þ :
i ¼ 1; � � � ; ngÞ.

Stage 3 (updating owls’ location): Each owl computes the dis-
tance information Ri to the prey according to equation (10).

Ri ¼ koi;Vk2 ð10Þ
Where V is the location of prey that was achieved by fittest
owl;V ¼ obest (i.e., the global optimum in the forest). Due to silent
flights of owls towards the prey, they receive changed intensity
respect with the inverse square law of sound intensity [62] as com-
puted below. Random noise for more realistic.

Ici ¼ Ini

Ri
2 þ Randomnoise ð11Þ

Form the behavior of owls and their ability to fly silently (i.e.,
changing their positions). Therefore, their movement depends on
a probability to allocate a new position, as seen in equation (12).

otþ1
i ¼ oti þ b � Ici � aV � oti

�� ��pvm < 0:5

oti � b � Ici � aV � oti
�� ��pvm � 0:5

(
ð12Þ

Where pvm is the probability of prey movement, a is a random num-
ber in the range [0,0.5], and b is a constant that is linearly decreas-
ing from 1.9 to 0 through iterations, which permits a substantial
exploration of the search space. Algorithm 1 presents the pseu-
docode of these steps. The owl search algorithm has proven its effi-
ciency and effectiveness in solving global optimization problems.

Algorithm 1. Owl search algorithm (OSA)

1- Set the population size n.
2- Set t ¼ 0.
3- Generate randomly oti according to Eq. (8), i ¼ 1; . . . ;n
4- Repeat
5- for each oti do
6- Evaluate f ðoti Þ
7- End for each
8- Set obest is the global best solution in the population
9- Set oworst is the worst solution in the population
10- For each oti do
11- Compute the intensity of owl Ini according to Eq. (9)
12- Compute the distance information of each owl Ri

according to Eq. (10)
13- Compute the changed intensity of each owl Ici

according to Eq. (11)
14- End for each
15- For (i ¼ 0; i < n; iþþ) do
16- set pvm ¼ randð0;1Þ
17- Compute otþ1

i according to Eq. (12);
18- End for
19- Update obest
20- Set t ¼ t þ 1.
21- Until stopping criteria is satisfied
22- Report the best owl’s location obest
t al., A chaotic owl search algorithm based bilateral negotiation model, Ain
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Table 1
COSA-based negotiation mapping schema.

OSA Chaotic Owl-based negotiation

Dimensional search space (d) Set of negotiation issues (I)
Owl (o) Possible offerO
Population Set of possible offersP
Inverse intensity Effect of counter-offer to reach agreement
Evolution of population Computing new offers
Fittest owl Counter-offer

Fig. 3. Chaotic owl-based negotiation representation.

Fig. 4. An illustrative example of offer O.
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4. A chaotic owl search algorithm based negotiation model
(COSA)

This section presents the chaotic owl search algorithm (COSA)
based negotiation model. For initializing the negotiation process,
each negotiation party employs an owl search algorithm to define
the initial population (i.e., its proposals) of offers according to its
search space. Throughout the negotiation process, a set of conces-
sion rounds is consists of alternate placements of offers and
counter-offers to be evaluated to decide their acceptability. Based
on the last offer received from the opponent, each party updates
its population.

4.1. Chaotic owl negotiation mapping schema

In OSA, the population can be seen as a set of all owls in the for-
est, while in the COSA-based negotiation model, the population
consists of a set of possible offers for each negotiation party. Table 1
lists the chaotic owl-based negotiation mapping schema.

Both negotiation parties (i.e., the buyer and the seller) con-
ducted the COSA for computing the offer and determine the best
one to be exchanged as a counter-offer during the negotiation pro-
cess. Each owl in the COSA forest corresponds to an offer O that
contains information about all the issues under consideration
(e.g., Offer O1), as shown in Fig. 3. Precisely, each owl consists of
as many as the number of negotiation issues. This number is fixed

among all the negotiation parties and the ith negotiation issue is
denoted as Neg issueðiÞ . For each party, the population P of owls
is used to represent a subset of available offers.

An illustrative example of an offer O with four negotiation
issues (price, quality, lead time, and quantity) is shown in Fig. 4.
The value for each negotiation issue can be generated within the
buyer’s/seller’s aspiration zone.

Due to the importance of the diversity of the initial population
to enable the population to spread in search space, the initial pop-
ulation of the proposed algorithm is generated by a chaotic map.
The logistic map is one of the simplest maps; it appears in the non-
linear dynamics of a biological population that evidencing the
chaotic behavior [45], which represents mathematically by Eq.
(13).

C t þ 1ð Þ ¼ a � C tð Þ � ð1� C tð ÞÞ ð13Þ
Where C tð Þ is the tth chaotic number at each independent run t. a is
the driving parameter that controls the behavior of C tð Þ which
equals 4 in the experiments; a ¼ 4 and C tð Þ 2 ð0;1Þ. Therefore, in
the proposed algorithm COSA, the initial position of owls in the
population p can be generated according to the following pseudo-
code.

Pseudocode 1: generation of initial populationP

1. For i ¼ 1 to Pj j
2. For j ¼ 1 toI
3. Oij ¼ L þ CðtÞ � ðU � LÞ
4. End for
5. Oi ¼ ðOi1; Oi2; . . . ; OiIÞ
6. End for

L and U are the boundaries of the lower and upper value of negoti-
ation issues, respectively. C tð Þ is the chaotic sequence generated by
chaotic maps. This integration of chaos and owl search algorithm
can produce a proper distribution by the characteristic of random
and ergodicity of chaos.
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4.2. Negotiation protocol

The proposed model is designed for bilateral (i.e., one-to-one)
multi-issues, time-dependent functions. It can also be suitable for
multi-lateral negotiation by using multiple bilateral (i.e., one-to-
many) negotiation. The owl-based negotiation model consists of
mainly three stages, as described below. Algorithm 2 illustrated
these stages in detail.

Stage 1 (pre-negotiation stage): In this stage, each negotiation
party specifies his goal offer Ogoal. Assigns a weight to each
negotiation issue based on his preferences and defines the
negotiation characteristics such as the deadline of the negotia-
tion process. Moreover, each party populates its initial popula-
tion P with owls closer to the specified goal. The global best owl
is defined as a goal and remains the best during the negotiation
process.
Stage 2 (negotiation stage): The negotiation process follows an
alternating offer protocol. It is started by sending the buyer its
own goal as the first negotiated offer to the seller. Subsequently,
exchanges of offers (e.g., counter-offers Ocounter) between
negotiation parties for moving in the direction of agreement
or till a deadline is reached. The main stages of owl search
algorithm based negotiation are invoked at each party of the
negotiation for determining the best counter-offer as described
in algorithm 2.
Stage 3 (negotiation result): At the end of the negotiation pro-
cess, one action can be taken (accept or reject or deadline
reached). If one of the parties accept the offer, Oaccept is deter-
mined by the two negotiation parties. Any party can reject the
offer if its fitness value less than a minimum acceptable value.
If the negotiation deadline reached, the negotiation ended.
t al., A chaotic owl search algorithm based bilateral negotiation model, Ain
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Algorithm 2. Chaotic Owl-based negotiation model (COSA)

1. Initialize the negotiation process through the pre-
negotiation phase

2. Define Ogoal, P ðinitial populationÞ according to
Pseudocode 1

3. Set t ¼ 1; Tdead (deadline of negotiation process)
4. Send the first offer to the opponent SendOfferðOgoalÞ
5. While (t < Tdead) do
6. Evaluate offer f ðOcounterÞ according to Eq. (3).
7. Compute Accta according to Eq. (14).
8. While ðf ðOcounterÞ < AcctaÞ do /// invoke owl search

algorithm
9. Repeat
10. Update population (P, Ocounter)
11. For each Ot

i 2 P do
12. Compute f ðOt

i Þ;f ðOt
i Þ ¼ jU Ot

i

� �� U Ocounterð Þj
13. End for each
14. Set Ot

best ¼ minðff ðOt
i Þ : i ¼ 1; . . . ;ngÞ // minimization

problem
15. Set Ot

worst ¼ maxðff ðOt
i Þ : i ¼ 1; . . . ;ngÞ // minimization

problem
16. For each Ot

i 2 P do // compute intensity and changed
intensity

17. Compute InðOt
i Þ; InðOt

i Þ ¼ f ðOt
i Þ�Ot

best
Ot

worst�Ot
best

// intensity

18. Compute RðOt
i Þ; RðOt

i Þ ¼ ðOt
i �Ot

bestÞ // distance
information

19. Compute IcðOt
i Þ ; IcðOt

i Þ ¼ InðOt
i Þ

RðOt
i Þ

2 // changed intensity

20. End for each
21. Set C1ðtÞ and C2ðtÞ according to Eq. (16). // integrate

the chaotic map
22. For each Ot

i 2 P do
23. Compute

Otþ1
i ;Otþ1

i ¼ Ot
i þ C1ðtÞ � IcðOt

i Þ � ðC2 tð Þ � OcounterÞ � Ot
i

�� ��
24. End for each
25. UpdateOt

best

26. Until termination criteria satisfied
27. Ocounter ¼ Ot

best

28. Send to opponent SendOfferðOcounterÞ
29. currentOffer = WaitForNewOffer()
30. End while
31. If ðf ðOcounterÞ < AcclowÞ then
32. Send to opponent reject offerðOrejectÞ
33. Break
34. Else
35. Send to opponent accepted offerðOacceptÞ
36. Break
37. End if
38. Sett ¼ t þ 1
39. End while
40. End of the negotiation process

Fig. 5 shows the main steps of the negotiation process between two
negotiators (buyer b and seller) over two issues (price p and level of
allocated service q). In the model, b and s have the opposite goal.
The seller tends to request a maximum price (maxp) and provide
a minimum level of allocated service (minq). On the opposite, the
buyer will try to pay a minimum price (minp) and need a maximum
level of allocated service (maxq). The buyer starts the negotiation by
sending his goal offer Ogoal To the seller. Once a new offer is
received, the negotiated party evaluates the incoming offer
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concerning his goal (Line 5). Consequently, the offer is checked
whether it can be accepted or not according to an acceptable value
of party at the current time Accta (Line 7). The Acca is varied over
time. At the beginning of the negotiation process, the accepted
value for each party is set to the highest value Acchigh Moreover, it
decreased over time. In the end, each party will scale its acceptance
value towards the specified minimum value Acclow. The Accta can be
computed as follows:

Accta ¼ Acclow þ Acchigh � Acclow
� � � ðt=TdeadÞ# ð14Þ

where Acchigh and Acclow are the highest and lowest acceptance value
of the offer (i.e., it is a user-defined based on his preferences), t is
the current time and Tdead is the deadline of the negotiation process
(i.e., Tdeadcan be either defined as an absolute time or maximum
number of negation rounds), and # is a concession rate (i.e., a pos-
itive non-zero value set by the negotiator before the negotiation
starts) that reflects negotiator’s attitude toward the agreement. If
# ¼ 1, the negotiator is neutral to concession while if # > 1, the
negotiator is willing to concede quickly to reach an agreement with
other parties. For simplicity, Acchigh is set to 1 and Acclow 2 ð0;1Þ for
normalized acceptance value.

If the fitness value of the offer f ðOcounterÞ is below the computed
acceptance value at the current time, the agent samples for new
offers from its search space (i.e., current population), and selects
the best as a counter-offer to be sent through the stages of Owl
(Lines 9–26). Each owl (i.e., offer) in the population evaluated
according to a fitness function f ðOt

i Þ. It demonstrates the most
cost-effective offer against the counter-offer as in equation (15).
It represents the distance between the utility of the current offer
and the utility of the offer received from the opponent. The least
the distance, the fittest offer.

f ðOt
i Þ ¼ jU Ot

i

� �� U Ocounterð Þj ð15Þ
The fittest offer is assigned to Ot

best while the worst offer is
assigned to Ot

worst . To enrich the searching behavior and movement
of an owl, a chaotic logistic map can be used in this paper. In the
proposed chaotic owl search algorithm COSA, the most crucial
parameter b which promotes the exploration of search space is
replaced by a sequence of chaotic maps. Besides, the random gen-
erator a is modified by chaotic maps according to equation (13).
The movement of each owl in the COSA to a new location depends
on the chaotic movement of the counter offer. Therefore, the
updating Eq. (12) can be reformulated as in Eq. (16).

Otþ1
i ¼ Ot

i þ C1ðtÞ � IcðOt
i Þ � ðC2 tð Þ � OcounterÞ � Ot

i

�� �� ð16Þ
Where C1ðtÞ and C2 tð Þ are the chaotic map values based on equation
(16) that have a significant influence on the changed intensity of
current owl and the opposite offer respectively.

The counter-offer will be the global best (fittest) owl in the pop-
ulation (Line 27) after the counter-offer is being determined by
negotiation party, it sends to the opponent (Line 28) and waits
for a negotiation action At ¼ counter offer (Line 29). Once an offer
is received more significant than the defined acceptance value at
current negotiation round Accta, the negotiator sends an acceptance
message (At ¼ accept) to the opponent (Lines 35–40). If the evalu-
ated offer less than the minimum acceptance Acclow then, the nego-
tiated party can reject the offer and exit the negotiation process
(At ¼ reject) (Lines 31–40).

The figure illustrated the case where the buyer interacts with a
seller to reach an agreement. This interaction can be done through
a finite-horizon negotiation under incomplete knowledge of the
characteristics of an opponent. The negotiation process involves
several alternating offers tied with a negotiation deadline (e.g.,
the maximum number of rounds), and negotiators tend to maxi-
t al., A chaotic owl search algorithm based bilateral negotiation model, Ain
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Fig. 5. chaotic Owl-based negotiation process.
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mize their own goal while ensuring that an agreement is reached
[63].
5. Experimental results and performance analysis

For evaluating the chaotic owl-based bilateral negotiation
model, several series of experiments are conducted to demonstrate
the quality of the proposed solution in terms of a feasible agree-
ment. Besides, we compared the results with three other existing
models to ensure the effectiveness of using a chaotic owl search
algorithm as a decision making for forming better offers. The first
one is the standard owl search algorithm (OSA) [57]), the second
Please cite this article as: W. H. El-Ashmawi, D. S. Abd Elminaam, A. M. Nabil e
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is the most used swarm algorithm (PSO [64]), and the third is
the essential tactical decision functions for generating offers (Tact
[28]).

Each experiment consists of several buyers, several sellers, and
several products that are assigned to sellers randomly. The buyer
and seller negotiated over a set of issues (e.g., price and quality)
for each product. The parameters for each experiment are listed
in Tables 2 and 3. At the beginning of each experiment, each buyer
b and seller s allocated their open and reservation values for nego-
tiation issues uniformly distributed randomly from the acceptable
range of negotiation issues [Mini, Maxi ] as in Table 2. The buyer
and seller represent a bilateral negotiation situation. All the
t al., A chaotic owl search algorithm based bilateral negotiation model, Ain
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Table 2
Experiment parameters’ list.

Exp. No. No. of buyers No. of sellers No. of products

1 10 5 3
2 20 10 5
3 30 20 8
4 40 25 10
5 50 30 10
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experiments are implemented by using Eclipse Java Neon V-1.8
running on Intel(R) Core i7 CPU-2.80 GHz with 8 GB RAM and oper-
ating system (Windows 10).

5.1. Parameter setting

The parameter setting of the compared algorithms is illustrated
in this subsection — different experiments with the varying num-
bers of buyers, sellers, and products as listed in Table 2.

For each negotiation issue, there is an acceptable aspiration
zone where the negotiation agreement between buyer and seller
is reached. Table 3 listed the acceptable (minimum and maximum)
range of the two issues (price and quality) for each experiment.

Each of the above experiment is repeated 20 times (Tdead ¼ 20)
as the maximum number of negotiation rounds. For each negotia-
tion round, the conducted owl search algorithm is repeated 25
times to generate the best offer. Table 4 lists the parameters of
Table 3
Acceptable range of negotiation issues.

Product No. The acceptable range of negotiation issuei

[Minp , Maxp] [Minq , Maxq]

1 ½100;400� ½30;80�
2 ½300;750� ½50;85�
3 ½200;700� ½35;95�
4 ½150;480� ½40;85�
5 ½450;800� ½50;90�
6 ½250;500� ½45;95�
7 ½350;750� ½50;90�
8 ½600;900� ½55;95�
9 ½300;600� ½45;95�
10 ½150;350� ½35;80�

Table 4
OSA-based negotiation parameters and PSO.

Parameter value

Number of negotiation rounds Tdead 20
Population size Pj j 10
Number of iterations Tmax 25
a; b CðtÞ
Acclow (buyer/seller) 0:3
Acchigh (buyer/seller) 1
C1 and C2 (learning factors of PSO) 2

Table 5
Experimental results at (buyer side b).

Exp. # PSO OSA

Min. Max. Avg. Std. Min. Max.

1 0.236 0.296 0.271 0.017 0.213 0.269
2 0.276 0.31 0.298 0.011 0.246 0.291
3 0.239 0.274 0.258 0.011 0.215 0.249
4 0.286 0.317 0.301 0.01 0.258 0.291
5 0.307 0.35 0.33 0.013 0.227 0.322
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the COSA-based bilateral negotiation model in addition to the set-
ting parameters for the compared algorithm PSO.

5.2. Performance metrics

The solution of the proposed algorithm against others is evalu-
ated on the base of the following performance measures:

� Agreement Ratio (AR): This measure indicates the percentage of
agreement negotiation cases concerning the total number of
negotiations. It can be computed as follows

AR ð%Þ ¼ Agb þ Ags

Negtotal

Where Agb and Ags are the numbers of agreement by the buyer and
seller side, respectively. Negtotal is the total number of negotiations.
The higher the AR, the more agreement is reached, and both sides
(buyer and seller) gain a better utility.

� Average buyer utility (AvgUb): This measure indicates the aver-
age utility that buyers gain from the negotiation process; it can
be computed according to the following.

AvgUb ¼
XAgrtotal

i¼1
UBi=Agrtotal

UBi ¼ RBbi � Accs

Where Agrtotal is the total number of negotiation agree-
ment; Agrtotal ¼ Agb þ Ags, RBbi is the reserved price of buyer i and
Accs is the accepted seller’s offer price.

� Average seller utility (AvgUs): This measure indicates the aver-
age utility that sellers gain from the negotiation process; it can
be computed according to the following.

AvgUs ¼
XAgrtotal

i¼1
USi=Agrtotal

USi ¼ Accb � IBsi

Where Agrtotal is the total number of negotiation agree-
ment; Agrtotal ¼ Agb þ Ags, IBsi is the open price of seller i and Accb
is the accepted buyer’s offer price.

� Average negotiation rounds (AvgN): This measure indicates the
average number of negotiation rounds.

AvgN ¼
XAgrtotal

i¼1
Ni=Agrtotal

Where Ni is the total number of rounds required to reach a mutual
agreement for negotiation process i between a buyer and a seller.

� Average processing time (AvgT): This measure indicates the
average time (in seconds) required to reach an acceptance
between negotiation parties.
COSA

Avg. Std. Min. Max. Avg. Std.

0.247 0.018 0.177 0.225 0.198 0.013
0.274 0.014 0.208 0.253 0.231 0.014
0.233 0.012 0.181 0.219 0.2 0.01
0.276 0.011 0.235 0.263 0.246 0.008
0.3 0.021 0.221 0.276 0.251 0.015
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Table 6
Experimental results at (seller side s).

Exp. # PSO OSA COSA

Min. Max. Avg. Std. Min. Max. Avg. Std. Min. Max. Avg. Std.

1 0.244 0.37 0.276 0.028 0.209 0.358 0.253 0.031 0.176 0.316 0.205 0.031
2 0.278 0.42 0.309 0.036 0.252 0.413 0.287 0.039 0.21 0.413 0.245 0.049
3 0.244 0.391 0.27 0.037 0.218 0.379 0.246 0.041 0.181 0.373 0.213 0.046
4 0.286 0.34 0.306 0.014 0.26 0.327 0.281 0.016 0.235 0.321 0.252 0.021
5 0.308 0.362 0.331 0.014 0.225 0.353 0.303 0.025 0.225 0.323 0.255 0.021

Fig. 6. Performance (%) of COSA at Buyer/Seller sides.
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AvgT ¼
XAgbþAgs

i¼1
Ti=Agrtotal

Where Ti is the time of the negation process i to reach acceptance.

� Average buyer fitness value (AvgFb): This measure indicates the
average fitness value at the buyer side for generating a feasible
offer during iterations of the meta-heuristic algorithm. It can be
computed as follow

AvgFb ¼
XN

i¼1
f bi Oð Þ=N

Where f bi Oð Þ is the buyer’s global best fitness value of the ith nego-
tiation round.

� Average seller fitness value (AvgFs): this measure indicates the
average fitness value at the seller side for generating a feasible
offer during iterations of meta-heuristic algorithms. It can be
computed as follow.

AvgFs ¼
XN

i¼1
f si Oð Þ=N

Where f si Oð Þ is the seller’s global best fitness value of the ith nego-
tiation round.

Moreover, the improvement of fitness value in terms of mini-
mizing the difference between the offer and counter-offer at both
Table 7
Performance of COSA.

Performance (in terms of Min. fitness value)

Exp. # Buyer sideðbÞ
COSA/PSO COSA/OSA

Exp. 1 25% 17%
Exp. 2 25% 15%
Exp. 3 24% 16%
Exp. 4 18% 9%
Exp. 5 28% 3%
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sides of the negotiation of the proposed algorithm against other
algorithms can be computed as follows.

Improvement %ð Þ ¼ f alg � f COSA
� �

f alg
� 100

Where alg ¼ fOSA; PSOg, f alg is the fitness value of each of the exist-
ing algorithms and f COSA is the fitness value result of the proposed
algorithm.

For computing the performance of the proposed algorithm dur-
ing iterations, the following formula can be used.

Improvement performance %ð Þ ¼ f i � f j
� �

f i
� 100

Where f j is the fitness value of the proposed solution at j th iteration
number and j is any subsequent iteration number (i.e., j > i).

5.3. Experimental results

Tables 5 and 6 show the experimental results of meta-heuristic
algorithms (PSO, OSA, and COSA) at both negotiation sides (buyer
b and seller s), respectively. The maximum (Max.), minimum
(Min.), average (Avg.) and standard deviation (Std.). The best
results in the table are boldfaced. The efficiency of the proposed
COSA appears in the average results of fitness value over negotia-
tion rounds.

For example, as in Exp.2, the AvgFb of the proposed algorithm
COSA is 0.231 while AvgFb of OSA and PSO are 0.274 and 0.298,
respectively. It was clear from the obtained results at both sides
of negotiation that COSA has achieved a minimum average fitness
value. The average results values are taken to ensure the accuracy
of the proposed model.

Fig. 6 illustrates the achieved performance of the proposed
COSA over PSO and standard OSA in both sides of negotiation
(i.e., buyer (b) and seller (s)) in terms of Avg. fitness value.

At the buyer side, the proposed COSA-b has achieved a better
performance in terms of average fitness values than PSO-b within
a range from 18% to 27% throughout different experiments. When
compared with standard CSA-b, the chaotic OSA at the buyer side
has gained more performance than CSA-b ranged from 11% to
20% for different test experiments. At the seller side, the perfor-
mance of the COSA-s has reached up to 26% over PSO-s and up to
19% over standard OSA-s in terms of average fitness value.
Seller sideðSÞ
COSA/PSO COSA/OSA

28% 16%
24% 17%
26% 17%
18% 10%
27% 0%
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Fig. 7. Agreement ratio.

Fig. 8. Average buyers’ utility.

Fig. 9. Average sellers’ utility.
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Fig. 10. Average negotiation rounds.
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As well, the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of
the Min. fitness value achieved is better than PSO and OSA as listed
in Table 7 for different experiements.

From the above table, the COSA has achieved better perfor-
mance in terms of minimum fitness value reached up to 28% at
both buyer and seller sides when compared with PSO. Regarding
the standard OSA, the integration of chaos with OSA has gained
better performance reached up to 17% at both sides of the
negotiation.

Additionally, the performance analysis of COSA against others
in terms of agreement ratio is shown in Fig. 7. The figure illustrated
the number of agreement cases out of whole negotiation cases for
all algorithms throughout various experiments to obtain a success-
ful agreement between negotiation parties.

From Fig. 7, the proposed algorithm reached a successful agree-
ment in all experiments, while the OSA and PSO have improved up
to 95% in some experiments. On the contrary, the tactical decision
function agreement ranged from 50% to 68%.

Figs. 8 and 9 illustrated the average buyer and seller utility,
respectively that gain from the negotiation process.

From the figure, the proposed algorithm has obtained a higher
average utility for buyers in all experiments when compared with
Fig. 11. Average pr
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other comparative algorithms. The improvement of COSA results is
better than OSA by 34%, better than PSO by 52%, and better than
Tact up to 79% throughout different experiments.

As a result of the negotiation process, the proposed algorithm
has achieved the best average seller utility when compared with
other algorithms as shown in Fig. 9. It has obtained average utility
ranged from 6% to 11% better than OSA, ranged from 2% to 10% bet-
ter than PSO and ranged from 19% to 58% better than tact. How-
ever, the PSO has obtained average seller utility better than OSA
with 9% and 4% for experiments 1 and 5, respectively.

The proposed algorithm COSA based negotiation has proven its
effectiveness (i.e., regarding the average buyer and seller utility)
and its efficiency (i.e., regarding the negotiation rounds and pro-
cessing time), as seen in Figs. 10 and 11.

Fig. 10 illustrated the average number of negotiation rounds for
acceptance (in agreement case only). Although the chaotic OSA has
lower results than others, it has nearly resulted in OSA in some
experiments (e.g., Exp. 3 and Exp. 4). The average number of
rounds of the proposed algorithm reached up to 9% lower than
PSO and 6% lower than OSA.

From Fig. 11, the average processing time for negotiation agree-
ment ranged from 15 to 23 s in the case of COSA, while in case of
ocessing time.
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Fig. 12. Buyer-Seller negotiated the price.
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OSA and PSO, it ranged from 15 to 24 s. Throughout experiments,
the proposed algorithm has achieved average processing time min-
imized by 8% when compared with OSA and 9% when compared
with PSO.

Fig. 12 shows the concession behavior of the buyer/seller
offer throughout the sequence of negotiation rounds. This figure
illustrated an example of buyer-seller negotiation price in order
to reach a mutual agreement before the deadline reached.

In all matching algorithms from Fig. 12, the buyer starts with his
minimum price (e.g., 340) and the seller starts with his maximum
price (e.g., 685). During negotiation process, the buyer increases
his price, and the seller decreases his price until amutual agreement
has been reached (e.g., agreement zone). From the above figure, the
chaotic owl search algorithm based negotiation at buyer side
(COSA-b) increases the price adequately concerning the number of
negotiation rounds. While in OSA-b and PSO-b, the price increases
by a more significant amount than COSA-b. OSA-b price increased
within range 3%~6% more than COSA while PSO-b price increase
within range 7%~10% more than COSA during negotiation rounds.
On the other side (i.e., seller), OSA-s and PSO-s decrease the price
dramatically concerning negotiation deadline in order to achieve a
Fig. 13. Improvement perform
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mutual agreement. The OSA-s price decreases up to 25%, and PSO-
s price decreases up to 22% during iteration when compared with
COSA-s. Moreover, the proposed algorithm tries to gain amaximum
utility not only for a buyer side but also for a seller side by decreas-
ing the negotiated price effectually. Typically, the two negotiated
parties can continue negotiation and exchange offers until an agree-
ment is reached or a pre-specified negotiation deadline (e.g., num-
ber of rounds) is passed. In this case, both buyer and seller
reached agreement on accepted price 409 in case of the proposed
algorithm, while in case of OSA, the accepted price is 429 and 441
for PSO. The concession process of COSA-s is very adaptive and sen-
sitive to deadline as it decreases rapidly as the deadline reached.

The maximal improvement performance of the proposed COSA
and other compared algorithms for both buyer and seller is shown
in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively.

From the above figures and tested results, the proposed algo-
rithm has achieved an average buyer/seller utility better than other
compared algorithms due to the great combination between chao-
tic theory and the owl search algorithm which leads the algorithm
to explore the search space effectively and locate an optimal solu-
tion for both negotiation parties.
ance at the buyer side.
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Fig. 14. Improvement performance at the seller side.
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6. Conclusion

In most real-world negotiation environment, negotiation par-
ties with different goals jointly search for a mutual solution that
maximizes their utilities. Due to extensive negotiation space in
terms of a number of offers, multi-issue negotiation and limited
information about negotiators, meta-heuristic optimization algo-
rithms can play a vital role to evaluate these offers and provide a
feasible one. This paper focuses on a multi-issue bilateral negation
model based on one of the recently meta-heuristic algorithms (Owl
search algorithm) for evaluating offers towards generating new
offers (counter-offer). The proposed model built upon the integra-
tion of logistic chaotic logistic map into an owl search algorithm to
enhance the searching capability for agreement. This integration
presents a novelty step towards bilateral negotiation that results
in mutual benefits for both negotiation parties. The proposed chao-
tic owl search algorithm (COSA) has two main concerns, the first
one is the feasible initial population of offers closer to the goal
offer. The second concerns based on the updating movement of
owls through the integration of the logistic chaotic map. This inte-
gration has a great influence on the changed intensity of current
owl and the opposite offer, respectively. various experiments con-
sist of several buyers, several sellers over a set of negotiated issues
are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
COSA in improving the quality of the negotiation process. Addition-
ally, it compared with other existing algorithms such as PSO, stan-
dard OSA and tactics. The proposed COSA has achieved average
fitness value better than PSO within a range from 18% to 27% at
the buyer side and up to 26% at the seller side. Moreover, it beats
the standard OSA at both sides up to 17% in terms of minimum fit-
ness value throughout different experiments. For agreement ratio,
the COSA obtains a successful agreement in all negotiation cases
while PSO and OSA have obtained 95% and tactical has obtained
agreement ratio ranged from 50% to 68%. In addition, it has the
superiority in terms of average buyer and seller utility with 34%
(i.e., at buyer side) better than standard OSA and 11% (i.e., at seller
side) and 52% (i.e., at buyer side) better than PSO and 10% (i.e., at
seller side). The mutual agreement between negotiators has been
achieved through a lower number of negotiation rounds by 9% than
PSO and 6% than OSA. For average processing time, the proposed
COSA beats other compared algorithms due to the integration of
chaos for better exploration of the search space. From these con-
cluded results, the COSA gains The maximal improvement perfor-
mance for improving the quality of the negotiation process. Some
future recommendations are proposed, which involve modelling
Please cite this article as: W. H. El-Ashmawi, D. S. Abd Elminaam, A. M. Nabil e
Shams Engineering Journal, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2020.01.005
a multi-lateral negotiation. The multi-lateral negotiation can be
modelled as a multi bilateral negotiation which consists of more
than one negotiation process at a time and large scale number of
negotiation parties. Another direction is the integration of different
chaotic maps that may have a big influence on the search space for
agreements.
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